Social Funds
Getting Started:
First, you will need some decent starter
cash, I recommend e-whoring, ppd, slice the
pie, and any of my money making e-books. Do
NOT think oh no I need money right now to do
this, it will not make as much profit until you
get started but this method can make you
bank. You are going to need money to keep
this project going, once it is already started
your sales should easily keep you where you
need to be to keep this method working and to
possibly move on to bigger and better things. I
recommend trying my grey hat irl method that
will be at the bottom of this e-book a long
with a Facebook spreading guide!
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Here is the hard part:

Now that you have all the starter cash you
will need the next thing you are going to need
is a Facebook bot that can create accounts, a
bot that can join groups, and a bot that can
post in the groups. I recommend having all of
the bots spate because if they were to change
one little detail it could possibly make it to
where you have to get a completely new bot. I
recommend paying a coder to make you these
but you can easily get a mouse recorder that
could temporarily get you by until you have
enough money to afford a high end bot. Also
you can try an autotyper I use Gary’s hood this
combined with a mouse recorder like Axife you
should be able to make some money to afford
a bot.
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Facebook accounts:

So now you either have a bot or a mouse
recorder that is capable of getting accounts to
join and post in groups. Your next move will be
obtaining accounts there are a few different
ways of getting them creating, buying, or
stealing them. If you do not have the time or
funding to get them I recommend stealing
them by infecting lots of Facebook users. The
person I work with has a very good method for
Facebook spreading that can be found here
http://www.hackforums.net/showthread.php?
tid=3844581
I recommend getting as many accounts as you
can because you will be able to make a lot
more spam.
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Everything is setup:

So now you have all of the above things
completed you are either manually using
Facebook to post spam or you are having a bot
do it. So now you may be ask “what kind of
spam?”. You are going to setup a shop on
ebay, hackforums, and possibly other sites
advertising that you can post peoples products
and websites on XXX amount of Facebook
groups with XXX amount of accounts. This is an
amazing advertisement method that I have
never seen sold ANYWHERE you will be running
this market and be able to make bank from
sales. So many people who do youtube,
twitter, Instagram, own a website, make a
product, and want to advertise ANYTHING will
come crawling to you for your unique services!
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Gray hat Irl Method:
Most of you already know how easy it is to
get Spotify, Netflix, hulu+, and many other
types of accounts off of hack forums. What you
are going to do is get as many of these as
possible and start real life sales of these
accounts. If you need to a Netflix on
adamgunpellet’s sales thread goes for .10$. I
have made over 50$ selling Netflix to people
and I was not even doing it that long. When
you first start sell them for about 20$ and just
say you will do a life time refund so when they
need a new account you will get them
another. After a while slowly drop the price
but continue to sell them. I recommend
finding buyers over sites like Facebook and
twitter that you know in real life.
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Spreading Guide:

Start Your own Facebook Botnet by this simple Tutorial. How
you will make this botnet/Spreading Let me explain it in a
short drawing.

in order to get this you have to make a Group on facebook
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Then Choose The Details for Your Botnet
And then click "make"
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Now its time to get lots of people in this group
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Add as much People as you can how more people is more
slaves.

When you are done Send this group a Groups Message with
something like
"I'am Giving away a free XBox 360. To Enter in the contest
you have to Click this Link (Virus Link) and Send it to all your
friends The link is basicly a counting website if you click in it
we see your name in our database so we can randomly
generate the winner trough Random.org (Expire Date) "
Also tell them they have to send it to their Friends to

Now Open Your Rat And wait till 1000s Of slaves coming up
on your rat You dont even have to crypt it the best thing is
to crypt it but you dont need to.
As you see in the picture below you see how this all works.
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You is the Hoster Of Group/Spreader
Your slaves are the persons in the group and the slaves in the group are the spreaders of their friends
keep going.
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